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The University of New Mexico
April 23, 2002
3:30 p.m.
Kiva Auditorium
AGENDA TOPICS

TYPE OF ITEM/
PRESENTERS

1.

Approval of Agenda

ACTION

2.

Approval of Summarized Minutes for March 26, 2002

ACTION

3.

President's Report

INFORMATION

William C. Gordon
INFORMATION

Senate President's Report

4.

John Geissman
5.

Approval of Spring 2002 Candidates for Graduation
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Nom1nat10ns for President-Elect and Senate Operations
Committee

7 Faculty Handbook Revision from Senate Graduate Committee

. JO Resolution from Senate Graduate Committee
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ACTION

John Geissman
ACTION

Kenneth Frandsen
ACTION

Kenneth Frandsen

of Fact11t)' Records from Academic

Proposed Revision of Misconduct Policy from Research
Policy Committee

ACTION

11 .

Resolution from World Bank Committee

ACTION

12.

Motion for Addition to Faculty Handbook, Section 2.3.1.

ACTION

13.

The Graduation Project

INFORMATION

14.

Report on CASTL

15.

Annual Report of the Athletic Council

16.

Open Discussion and New Business

17.

Adjournment
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Virginia Seiser

Bazan Romero

Pauline Turner

David Stuart
INFORMATION

Susan Deese-Roberts
INFORMATION

Robert Duncan
INFORMATION

All faculty are Invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings.
Full agenda packets wHI be sent only to tt,ose on the Senate distribution 11st.
Complete summarized mlnuteS from the March 28, 2002 meeting are r,a/lllb/e at
http:l!www.unm.edu/-tacsen or through the otnce of the Secretary, SCholes 101.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 277-4664
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FACULTY SENATE
2001-2002
tor
Senator

0ERSON SCHOOLS OF MANAGEMENT
8 Oakes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2000-2002
Schatzberg. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2001-2003

NURSING

Diane Viens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2000-2002

PHARMACY

ARCHITECTURE & PLANN ING
91 sa Cordova. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2000-2002
ARTS & SCIENCES
u Broldy (Sociology) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rd Cripps (Biology). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~rry Kues (Earth & Planetary Sciences) . . . . . . . . . . . .
~ r t Leonard (Anthropology). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 on Lindsey (Foreign Languages & literatures}. . . . . .
~erry Loring (Mathematics) .. . ...... ..............
P ter Pabisch (Foreign languages & literatures} .... . . .
'Janet Patterson (Speech & Hearing Sciences} . . . . . . . .
'Susan Rivera (Spanish & Portuguese) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Roberts (Sociology) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
~ n Romero (American Studies) .... .. . . . . ...... .
. ......................
0 BE ANNOUNCED

2001-2003
2000-2002
2001-2003
2001-2003
2000-2002
2001-2003
2000-2002
2001-2003
2001-2003
2000-2002
2001-2003
2000-2002

EDUCATION
WIiham Bramble (Technical Education Center) ...... . 2001-2003
wginia Shipman (Individual Family & Community Ed) .. 2000-2002
Pauline Turner (Individual Family & Community Ed} .... 2000-2002
'Oonald Zancanella (language literacy & Sociocultural). 2001-2003
ENGINEERING
"Koon Meng Chua (Civil Engineering) ..... . ........ .
Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer Engineering} . . ... .
• Ider Ebrahimi (Mechanical Engineering) ..... . . . . . .
Enc Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering) .. . ... .. .

2001-2003

2000-2002
2001-2003

2000-2002

fl E ARTS
Geoffrey Batchen (Art & Art History) ....... . . . .. . .. . 2000-2002
Serves Spring 2002
lie Umphrey (Music) .......•.... . ...... . .. . . 2001-2003
GALLUP

~:~:=~~~!..'.. '''.. '''''.' ... ' ''... '..
~aula Watt. .... .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .'

2001-2003
2001-2003
2001-2003

GENERAL LIBRARY
1 n Keating . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2000-2002

I.AW
'S ni Burr. . ..

'

... .. ....... ....... ...... ..

'

. . . 2001 -2003

LOS ALA.Mos
• le Massengale ...... .......... . .......... . ..

2001-2003

EDICINE
!...i
ey Go
G nzales (Internal Medicine) .. . ............ .
nffilh (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) ... . .
rd:• ~rizarry (Internal Medicine) ....... .. ·.. .. .. .
~ I (Radiology) .......... ' ' ' .. ' . ' ...... .
..Scott N gee (Dental Hygiene}....... ......... .. .
•
eas (Molecular Genetics & Microbiology) .. .. .
ROQera (Cell Biology & Physiology) ..... . .. .
rt ~!ano (Pathology) ...... ............... .
Tim enck (Orthopaedics) .....•........ . .. .
W m (Internal Medicine) .................. .
Wahng1(Psychiatry) ........ ....... .. . ..•..
,,
n~er (Pediatrics) ...... ... ...... .. . ... .

•1
Oee

~~~~~s~~~i~~-~ ~~n_e_c~'.~~) _._·.·.·.·.·.·.·

2001-2003

2000-2002
2001 -2003

2000-2002
2000-2002
2001-2003
2001-2003
2001-2003
2001-2003

2000-2002
2001-2003

2000-2002
2000-2002
2000-2002

*Gireesh Gupchup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2000-2002

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Mario Rivera . ........ . ......•............•.•..

2000-2002

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Ed Desantis .... . ............................ .

2001-2003

VALENCIA

Julie Depree . ... . • . ...............•.•.........

2000-2002

AT LARGE

Dorothy Baca (Theatre & Dance} ...•... ... ..• ... •. 2000-2002
*Steven Block (Music) ...................•....... 2001-2003
*Beverly Burris (Sociology) ........ .. ............. . 2001-2003
*Lee Francis (Native American Studies) ............ . 2001 -2003
2000-2002
John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences .. . . . ... .
*Harry Llull (General library) ............... . .... . . 2001-2003
2000-2002
Andrew Mehalic (Radiology) .............•.•... . ..
2000-2002
Harriet Smith (Obstetrics & Gynecology) ........•...
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April 23, 2002
The Faculty Senate meeting for April 23, 2002, was called to order at 3:40 p.m., in the Kiva. Senate
President John Geissman presided.

Senators present: Dorothy Baca (Theatre & Dance), Steven Block (Music), William Bramble
(Technical Education Center), Lisa Broidy (Sociology), Sherri Burr (Law), Beverly Burris (Sociology),
Connie Casebolt (Gallup), Koon Meng Chua (Civil Engineering), Richard Cripps (Biology), Ed Desantis
(University Honors), Peter Dorato (Electrical & Computer Engineering), Nader Ebrahimi (Mechanical
Engineering), John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences), David Gonzales (Internal Medicine),
Kathleen Keating (General Library), Loren Ketai (Radiology), Robert Leonard (Anthropology), Byron
Lindsey (Foreign Languages & Literatures), Harry Llull (General Library), Terry Loring (Mathematics &
Statistics), Kate Massengale (Los Alamos), Andrew Meholic (Radiology), Scott Ness (Molecular Genetics
& Microbiology), Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering), Leslie Oakes (Anderson Schools of
Management), Peter Pabisch (Foreign Languages & Literatures), Janet Patterson (Speech & Hearing
Sciences), Susan Rivera (Spanish & Portuguese), John Roberts (Sociology), Sherry Rogers (Cell Biology
& Physiology), Bazan Romero (American Studies), John Scariano (Pathology), John Schatzberg
(Anderson Schools of Management), Virginia Shipman (Individual Family & Community Education),
Craig Timm (Internal Medicine), Pauline Turner (Individual Family & Community Education), Diane Viens
(Nursing), Paula Watt (Gallup), Sandy Whisler (Pediatrics), Meggan Zsemlye (Obstetrics & Gynecology)

Senators absent: Geoffrey Batchen (Art & Art History), Julie Depree (Valencia), Bruce Fredericks
(~allup), Jeffrey Griffith (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology), Gireesh Gupchup (Pharmacy), Lourdes
lnzarry (Internal Medicine), Barry Kues (Earth & Planetary Science), Mario Rivera (Public
Administration), Robert Schenck (Orthopaedics & Rehabilitation), Leslie Umphrey (Music), Donald
Zancanella (Language Literacy & Sociocultural Studies)

Excused absences: Teresa Cordova (Architecture & Planning), Lee Francis (Native American Studies),
Katrina Magee (Dental Hygiene), Harriet Smith (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Dora Wang (Psychiatry)
Guests present: Hugh Witemeyer (English & AAUP), Carolyn Gonzales (Public Affairs), Robert Duncan
(Ph~sics & Astronomy), Susan Deese-Roberts (CASTUGeneral Library), David Stuart (Academic
A~a1rs), Anita Anita Obermeier (English), Jeanne M. Logsdon (Anderson Schools of Management),
Richard Van Dongen (Education), Virginia Seiser (Library), Melanie Baise (University Counsel), Nancy
Uscher (Academic Affairs), Breda Bova (Education), Fred Hashimoto (Medicine), Heather Gabel
(St udent/Nursing), David Henkel (Community & Regional Planning)

1.

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Faculty Senate President John Geissman asked that several modifications of the agenda be made
Prior to approval. Changes included: moving item 1Oto_ appe~r after Nomin~t.ions for Presiden!Elect and Senate Operations Committee; and, the deletion of item 9. In add1t1on, .senator Pauline
Turner (Individual Family & community Education) asked that the second part_ of item 12 be
removed from consideration. A motion was made and seconded and the modified agenda was
approved unanimously by voice vote of the Faculty Senate.
APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR MARCH 26, 2002
Senator Peter Pabisch (Foreign Languages & Literatures) _requested that a comment_ he .had about
a Form C regarding bilingual education be added to the minutes. for March ~6. ~e w111.~1ve the
W?rding he wants inserted to Faculty senate President John Ge1ssman. With this ad~it1on, the
minutes were approved unanimously by voice vote of the Faculty Senate after a motion and
second were given.

1
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3.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
President William Gordon commented on the following:
•
•

•

4.

There is no news from Santa Fe. Information from his sources at the legislature changes
each day so there is nothing to report that is new.
Having been asked at the March meeting about where he thinks UNM is going, he provided
the following remarks: he feels that UNM has a lot to be proud of, including the high regard in
which UNM is held as a research institution; UNM's undergraduate program with learning
communities, better retention rates, and higher graduation rates; improved enrollment and
recruiting; the support faculty and staff receive, and especially support improving their
education through degree granting programs; inclusion of staff and faculty in planning
processes; infrastructure improvements; an exceptional group of leaders and quality
applicants; more visibility in the community, especially as reflected in a 40% improvement in
donations; better support from the legislature; a strategic plan; and, the role the Regents now
understand they must play.
Weaknesses President Gordon commented on included that UNM does not have the
resources that other universities have; it does not have a good concept of what graduate
education should be; UN M's role in the state is poorly defined because priorities by the
Commission of Higher Education have not been identified; internal research allocation
process needs improvement in order that some retained funds can be used to meet
institution-wide goals; branch governance structure needs to be reworked because it does not
work; and, in general, people need to separate the person from the ideas that they express in
order to improve trust and civility and move towards a more positive outcome on issues.
When recently asked what President Gordon was most proud of during his 24 years at UNM,
he said he was most proud of having been a faculty member.

SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Faculty Senate President John Geissman commented on the following:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thanks to Donna Hoff, Mari Ulibarri and Vivian Valencia of the Office of the Secretary for their
support during the President's term .
Faculty Senate meetings in the Fall will begin at 3:00 p.m. in an attempt to complete more
Senate business and retain quorums at least until 5:00 p.m. The time will be reconsidered if it
does not facilitate reaching these goals. Comments are welcome regarding this issue.
President Geissman gave his last report to the Regents on April 9. There has been no official
response from the Regents regarding suggestions for Interim President of UNM, about which
they were reminded. Tuition increases and salaries situations for professors were brought to
the attention of the Regents.
President Geissman said that he and others have spoken with several Regents and they have
indicated that faculty will be involved in the selection of an Interim President as well as a
permanent President but there is no time line set for selection at present.
A Faculty Designee is needed for the SUB Board of Directors. If anyone is interested, you are
asked to contact President Geissman or Donna Hoff of the Office of the Secretary.
President Geissman thanked past, present and future Senators for their participation in the
Faculty Senate.
On Friday, April 26 after 5:30 there is a get together at President Geissman's home at 4513
Altura Pl, NE. All Senators are invited.
Senator Pauline Turner (Individual Family & Commun_ity Educ_a!ion) asked if t~e repo~ in the
Albuquerque Journal was correct in that the article said a dec1s1on for an Interim President
would be made in late May, and was that the Regents' customary tact in making such a

2
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decision when most faculty was gone for the summer. President Geissman said he did not
know if that was the case.

5.

APPROVAL OF SPRING 2002 CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
A motion was made and seconded to approve the list of Spring 2002 Candidates for Graduation and
passed by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate.

6.

7.

INITIATION OF MANDATORY TRAINING FOR ALL PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS
•

Deputy Vice Provost for Research John Mciver was given the floor by President Geissman to
make a short announcement regarding mandatory training for Principal Investigators. This
training will begin in the Fall, will be a two to three hour training session and will provide a
better understanding of what is needed to accurately report on investigations . A recertification will occur in a three-year time frame.

•

Training will be provided at different sites to make it convenient for everyone. All the basics
will be covered including what a faculty member's responsibilities are as a principle
investigator, what the university's responsibilities are, how they work together, and what are
the offices that will be working with the faculty member. Other modules will be developed for
specific items. For instance topics like conflict of interest, large proposals, etc., will be
addressed. The Audit Office, Contract & Grant Accounting, and the Office of Research will be
working together to present this training. All new incoming faculty and chairs will be trained
first. As faculty get new grants and renewals will then be trained, as well as anyone else who
may want or need the training such as graduate students.

•

Letters will be in the mail soon regarding training, along with a follow up letter later in the
summer. Over the next two years everyone should have had training. Other types of training
will not suffice. This specific training will make for consistency in reporting .

NOMINATIONS FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT AND SENATE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

•

Faculty Senate President Geissman explained that six individuals normally make up the
Senate Operations Committee and consist of the President of the Faculty Senate, the
President-Elect of the Faculty Senate, the Past President of the Faculty Senate, and three
additional members. It may include a Vice-President with no connotation of them serving as
President-Elect simultaneously or filling the position ultimately. The current Senate
Operations Committee is providing the following nominations for the 2002-2003 Faculty
Senate Operations Committee:
Ed Desantis from University College
Bob Leonard from Anthropology
Terry Loring from Mathematics & Statistics
Margo Milleret from Spanish & Portuguese
Paula Watt from Gallup

•

*S Note;

All of the above individuals have agreed to be nominated. The ~urrent _Senate Operatio_ns
Committee recommendation for President-Elect is Beverly Bums (Sociology) and for Viceft
President is Harry Llull (General Library). The floor was opened for nominations of ~enators ,l -etJlb ~ ul\
who will remain on the Senate for next year. New senators and at-large Senators will be
A~
chosen by the end of the week and will be solicited for their nominat_ions fo'. the 2002-2003
O..~ iJ6fV\1
•
Senate Operations Committee. Next week there will be an electronic ele~t1on for th~ 2002- ,
2003 Senate Operations Committee. The floor was given to Beverly Bums to explain her O
~
\ e
willingness to serve for two years if that is the preference of Senators.
v

h /\'\

C
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•

•
8.

Senator Burris explained that she felt a two year term would ensure continuity and the ability
to make some substantive, productive changes to the Faculty Senate to strengthen faculty
governance. She also thanked and asked for a round of applause for John Geissman who
has served as Faculty Senate President for over two years .
President John Geissman asked for other nominations from the floor. None were suggested .
Nominations will be taken until noon on Tuesday, April 30 . The current Operations
Committee will meet at 3:00 p.m. and finalize nominations. Results will be sent via electronic
mail for the vote to take place.

PROPOSED REVISION OF MISCONDUCT POLICY FROM RESEARCH POLICY COMMITTEE

•

•

•

•

•

Chair of the Research Policy Committee Virginia Seiser explained , as she had done at the
March Faculty Senate meeting, that the policy is being revised in order to comply with federal
regulations. She also explained each specific change shown on the cover memorandum of
the revised policy included in the agenda packet, noting that suggestions and comments from
the March meeting were taken into consideration by the Committee .
Professor Hugh Witemeyer (English & AAUP) distributed a handout regarding the policy
giving reasons why the Senate should not accept the policy. One point that causes concern
for AAUP in particular is that undue influence may be given to administrators because the
Vice Provost for Research or the Vice President for Health Sciences has exclusive authority
to initiate inquiries and investigations. They may also select members of the inquiry and
investigation committees and rule on appeals made by the accused researcher concerning
composition of these committees. Another concern of AAUP is that due process is not
sufficiently offered the accused researcher since it comes too late in the entire process .
Extensive discussion took place, with points including: there is a danger in waiting too long to
approve a new policy because the federal government may impose their own specific policy
on UNM if UNM does not have one that complies with regulations; the proposed policy is
similar to the policy of CalTech, and several policies from other institutions were used over the
last two years to develop the proposed policy now before the Senate; and, although there
may not be complete agreement on the current proposed policy it is important to have one
that complies and can be worked on more to bring UNM into closer compliance with
regulations.
Several Senators were concerned that the issues brought up by AAUP had not been looked at
more closely, however several other senators were concerned that the Comm ittee had
worked on the policy for at least two years, had looked at compliance issues closely, and was
not being regarded as competent to propose the new policy. Senator Leslie Oakes (Anderson
Schools of Management) reminded everyone that the opportunity for input to the Comm ittee
regarding the entire issue was given by virtue of open meetings of the Comm ittee and that to
stop the process now sends a dangerous message to the Committee that the Faculty Senate
has no faith in them. She noted that Faculty Senate Committees are the place for discussion,
disagreement, and productive outcomes so that the same ground is not being c~vered in
Faculty Senate meetings and that extensive discussion took place on the same issue at the
last Senate meeting in March. She suggested that the question be called .
Senator Pabisch made a motion to call the question . It was seconded and a vote taken. In
favor of the proposed policy were 15; opposed 12; and , 3 abstentions .. The ~otion passed,
however, Ms. Seiser will take suggestions, comments, and other cons1derat1ons to the
Committee for future revisions regarding concerns of AAUP and some Senators.

4
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9.

10.

FACULTY HANDBOOK REVISION FROM THE SENATE GRADUATE COMMITTEE
•

Interim Dean Kenneth Frandsen reviewed the proposed changes to the Senate Graduate
Committee shown on document in the agenda packet. The new paragraph five indicated the
Dean of Graduate Studies shall serve as chair of the Graduate Committee, which generated
extensive discussion . Senator Turner expressed her shock that a Dean would serve as a
chair of a Faculty Senate committee . Dean Frandsen said the Committee had anticipated her
response and that Professor David Henkel (Community and Regional Planning) who was
instrumental in making the recommendation explained the reasoning behind the change.
Professor Henkel said that the Committee has had clarity and direction due to Chair Kenneth
Frandsen over the past two years and that the Committee felt that they had not relinquished
anything but looked at what has been accomplished . The Committee wanted to recru it the
Dean to continue. He added that the Committee sets the agenda and the Chair carried it out.

•

Senator Diane Viens (Nursing) said she thought the words "propose the agenda" seems that
the Chair sets the agenda . Professor Henkel said that he and the Committee interpret the
word "propose" as a suggestion and that the Committee approves or disapproves it.
Extensive discussion took place including: the issue of whether other Faculty Senate
committees would then be inclined to make ex-officio administrators chairs of committees; the
issue of whether the Committee should be an advisory committee to the Dean instead of a
Faculty Senate Committee; the issue of whether an underlying problem is the workload; and ,
the idea that an ex-officio member of a committee is on the committee to offer help and
assistance.

•

A motion was made and seconded to amend the paragraph in question by leaving the old
paragraph and striking the proposed paragraph. The amended proposed change was
approved unanimously by voice vote of the Faculty Senate.

•

With the amended change approved , the complete revision proposed was called for a vote. It
passed by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate.

RESOLUTION FROM SENATE GRADUATE COMMITTEE
•

Interim Dean Kenneth Frandsen presented a resolution regarding endorsement of the request
by the Speech and Hearing Sciences Department for improv~d facilities . ~enator Janet
Patterson (Speech and Hearing Sciences) asked for a fe":' minor changes 1n the proposed
resolution in view of recent discussion so that the resolution reads as follows :
RESOLUTION
Approved by
Faculty Senate Graduate Committee
March 7, 2002

WHEREAS, the Speech and Hearing Sciences Department was placed in "temporary" housing (a small
collection of trailers) twenty-one years ago; and
WHEREAS, in 1993 external reviewers emphasized the inadequacy of departmental facilities; and
WH~REAS, in September 2001 the most recent Speech a.~d H~aring Scie~ces Graduate Progr~m .
Review Team described part of the program's facilities as unsuitable for clients, research or offices, and

5
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WHEREAS, the inadequate physical facilities have made it difficult for faculty to develop a program
consistent with the character and goals of a doctoral research extensive university; and
WHEREAS, clients of the Speech and Hearing Sciences program are subjected to these inadequate
facilities whenever services are sought;
THEREFORE: BE IT RESOLVED , that the Faculty Senate strongly endorses the request of the Speech
and Hearing Sciences Department for permanent, suitable facilities .
•

11.

A motion was made and seconded to endorse the resolution with the amended changes by
Senator Patterson . The resolution was endorsed by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty
Senate.

RESOLUTION FROM THE WORLD BANK COMMITTEE
•

Pages 23 through 26 were referred to by Senate President John Geissman for the Resolution
of the World Bank Committee .

•

Senator Peter Pabisch called the question of a quorum . Senate President Geissman asked
Senators to rise for a count. With only 21 Senators present, a quorum was not met.
However, presentation of the Resolution was allowed without an official vote taken . A straw
vote at the end of the presentation was taken.

•

Senator Bazan Romero (American Studies) introduced Tim Canova (Law) and Jeanne
Logsdon (Anderson Schools of Management), who are members of the Committee. In Spring
of 2001 a group of UNM students asked UNM to support a boycott on investment in World
Bank bonds . The students also asked UNM to consider inserting a social responsibility
clause into the investment policy. The students are participating in an international movement
aimed at convincing the World Bank and its sister institution, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) to alter certain financial practices. In response to the students' request, the University
formed a committee to examine the issues involved. The University asked the Committee to
analyze the available data concerning the proposed boycott on World Bank bonds , bond
investments, incorporation of social responsibility statements, and investment policies .

•

Professor Canova read the Resolution and explained that UNM does not own any World Bank
bonds but has the discretion to do so, and the University's endowment investment managers
have complete discretion on how the University's funds are invested. The Committee will
recommend a Review Committee made up of representatives from the Faculty Senate, Staff
Council and student groups that would engage in ongoing dialogues with the investment
managers. The Resolution reads as follows:
RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the goals of social responsibility have shaped the invest1:1ent of university endowm~nts and
trusts for a quarter century. In June 1985, the University of New M~~Ico Board
Regents unanimously
voted to adopt a resolution to divest stocks in South African gold mining companies . Secretary-Treasurer
Dr. Paez followed the vote by urging the University to consider future policies reflecting the University of
New Mexico's concern for human rights abuses in other countries;

o:

WHEREAS, this Committee has been charged by the administration of the University of New Mexico
(UNM) ~ith considering the issues concerning investment in World Bank bonds, as well as socially
responsible investment·
'
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•

WHEREAS UNM does not presently own World Bank bonds or invest in any mutual fund that owns World
Bank bonds;
WHEREAS, it is not necessary for UNM to invest in such World Bank bonds to achieve any of UNM's
investment objectives of maximizing returns and minimizing risks;
WHEREAS, there is a considerable range of informed opinion critical of the World Bank's present policies ;
IT IS RESOLVED by this Committee to recommend that UNM adopt a policy not to purchase or to invest
directly or indirectly in World Bank bonds until such time that the World Bank engages in genuine reform
of its substantive policies and decision-making procedures; and
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED by this Committee to recommend that UNM create a permanent committee
to review and evaluate the World Bank's record at reform, as well as monitoring other issues related to
socially responsible investment. This monitoring committee should include representatives democratically
selected or appointed from diverse constituencies and stakeholders, including representatives from the
Associated ·Students of the University of New Mexico (ASUNM), the Graduate and Professional Student
Association (GPSA), the Student Bar Association (SBA), UNM Staff Council, and UNM faculty. This
monitoring committee could recommend World Bank bonds as an investment if and when the World Bank
has succeeded in efforts to reform it substantive policies and decision-making procedures .

12 ,

•

Senator Ed Desantis (University College) asked if donor gifts were accepted by UNM and
invested in World Bank funds would be affected. Professor Canova said that the Committee
had not gone to that extreme but they had talked about recommending that the University give
potential donors an opportunity to invest in a socially screened type of account. Senator
William Bramble asked about World Bank research funds that the faculty may receive .
Professor Canova said he could not imagine that it would have any impact on faculty's work.
He added that Staff Council's Executive Committee has approved the resolution to go to the
entire Staff Council and the Student Bar Association has approved it as well. It is also being
considered by ASUNM and GPSA.

•

A suggestion was made to vote on the Resolution officially by electronic voting since other
votes are going to be taken for other Faculty Senate issues next week . Senate President said
that was a good idea since quorum had been lost. A straw vote was taken as a temporary
indication of Senate support. There were 13 in favor of the Resolution, one opposed, and one
abstention.

ADJOURN MENT
•

Senator Turner made a motion to adjourn the meeting. A second was made and the meeting
was adjourned at 5:45 p.m.

Respectfully su~ted by:

>4)PJ~ l:-n

Don~a. Hoff
Administrative Assistant 111
Office of the Secretary

~/V

JO

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary
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FACULTY HANDBOOK
University of New Mexico
pp. A19-21
enate Graduate Committee. The Senate Graduate Committee, in con ultation with
College (School or Division) Graduate Committees and the Dean of Graduate tudie , i
responsible for maintaining and enhancing the quality of graduate education in th
University and its graduate centers by (1) making recommendation on pro po al fi r
major changes in graduate program (Form C) (Forms C and D), including ne

d gr

and certificates, new programs, new majors and minors and concentration , nam
changes, substantive changes in existing programs and suspension or abolition f
degrees or programs, and transmitting them to the Faculty enat ; (2) participating,
together with members of the Curricula and Undergraduate

ommittee , in periodic

modifications recommended by the reviews of academic unit and program ha e b en

such obstacles might be surmounted; ~@ coordinating and monitoring graduate
activities throughout the University; f4j

ill

presenting to the Faculty enate

recommendations concerning general policies for graduate education, including the
creation, suspension and termination of graduate degrees and programs; ~ ®
recommending to the Faculty Senate the granting of graduate and honorary degree · and

E6) CT)_ hearing and resolving disputes involving policy or quality control i ue
pertaining to University-wide regulations and standards for graduate student and
graduate education following procedures as will b found in appropriate section of the

1

1
Faculty Handbook and the Graduate Bulletin UNM Catalog.
The membership shall consist of thirteen fourteen faculty and one
faculty member selected by each of the following College/ chool/Di i ion
Graduate Committees from its membership: Architecture and Pla1ming
Education, Engineering, Fine Arts, Management, Medical cience ,

ur ing

Pharmacy, Public Administration; three faculty members selected from it
Graduate Committee membership by the College of Arts and cience

n

representing each of the three divisions within the college [science ,

ial

sciences, humanities]; one member each from the General Library,

ni ersity

College, and the Graduate and Professional Student Association. The D an
Associate and Assistant Deans of Graduate Studies, the University Regi . trar and
the Directors of the Centers for Graduate Studies at Los Alamos and Santa Fe
Vice Provost for Extended University shall be ex-officio non-voting member .
The selection of faculty members is made in the spring seme ter of the
preceding year and is for a two-year term. The terms are taggered o that
Architecture & Planning, Engineering, Management

ursing, Pharmac .,__

University College, and one member from Arts & ciences are chosen in oddnumbered years while Education, Fine Arts, Medical ciences, Public
Administration, General Library, and the other two members from Arts &
Sciences are chosen in even-numbered years. The Gf A representative i
chosen for one-year term. All representatives will serve no more than three
consecutive terms.

(i)
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Late in the spring semester of each odd number year, the committee
membership elects a chair elect v1ho assumes the chair the fall semester of the
! :

I

next even numbered year. The chair serves a 2 year term, but does not represent
his/her College (School or Division). Rather the College (School or Division)
Graduate Committee whose representative assumes the chair will choose a nevi
representative to serve out the chair's term or begin a new t\vo year term, as
appropriate).
The Dean of Graduate Studies shall serve as chair of the Graduate Committee
ex-officio, and shall be responsible for proposing the agenda, facilitating
meetings, screening policy, and coordinating other tasks accepted by the
Committee.

Charge to College Graduate Committees
1. Within the college/school/or division, the graduate committee, in consultation
with the dean or director of that unit, supervises and coordinates graduate activity
and maintains the University's policies regarding graduate affairs and
recommends to the college/school/or division faculty supplementary policies
appropriate to the unit in question, as well as recommending to the Senate
Graduate Committee whatever revisions in basic University policy it deems
necessary to maintain and improve the quality of graduate education.
2. Within the policies established by the Faculty Senate, the SGC, and the faculty of
the college/school/or division, the committee in consultation with the dean or
director of the college/school/or division shall be responsible for: (a) endorsement

3
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of new courses and programs at the graduate level; (b) approval of regular fulltime graduate faculty for courses receiving graduate credits; (c) endorsement of
standards for appointment of graduate, teaching, research and project assistants;
(d) receiving and processing petitions on behalf of individual graduate students
dealing with changes in programs, requirements related to that graduate unit, or
any other appeal of an academic nature; and, (e) maintenance of quality control
processes including admission of students to graduate programs, endorsement of
the membership of examination committees, dissertation committees and program
of studies committees. Final approval (except 2b) rests with the SGC in
conjunction with the Dean of Graduate Studies as noted above in the charge to the
Senate Graduate Committee.
3. The graduate committee of each college/school/or division in consultation with its
dean or director and acting within the general faculty policies of that unit shall
recommend to the Senate Graduate Committee the internal arrangement and
procedures deemed most appropriate to the implementation of 1 and 2 above.
Approval of the implementation proposals from each college/school/or division
rests with the Senate Graduate Committee acting in consultation with the Dean of
Graduate Studies.

{i)
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RESOLUTION
Approved by
Faculty Senate Graduate Committee
March 7, 2002
WHEREAS, the Speech and Hearing Sciences Department was placed in "temporary"
housing (a small collection of trailers) twenty-one years ago; and
WHEREAS, in 1993 external reviewers emphasized the inadequacy of departmental
facilities; and
WHEREAS, in summer 1999 the need for suitable space was brought to the attention of
UNM's Space Allocation Committee; and
WHEREAS, in September 2001 the most recent Speech and Hearing ciences Graduate
Program Review Team described part of the program's facilities as "unsuitable for cli nt ,
research, or offices"; and
WHEREAS, the inadequate physical facilities have made it difficult for faculty to
develop a program consistent with the character and goals of a doctoral re earch
extensive university; and
WHEREAS, clients of the Speech and Hearing Sciences progran1 are subjected to the e
inadequate facilities whenever services are sought;
WHEREAS, no action has been taken by the administration to provide "perman nt"
suitable facilities·
'
THEREFORE: BE IT RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate strongly endorses the request
of the Speech and Hearing Sciences Department for permanent, suitable faciliti .

•
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M.t.MORANDUM

TO:

U.N.M. Faculty Senate

FROM:

Virginia Seiser, Chair
Research Policy Committee

DATE:

April 9, 2002

SUBJECT:

Research Misconduct Policy

At its April 3, 2002 meeting, the Research Policy Committee approved a revised draft of the proposed
Research Misconduct Policy. The changes are based on the discussion of the proposed policy at the March
Faculty Senate meeting. The changes are in italics. They are as follows :
Section 2: Definitions have been put in alphabetical order and renumbered.
Section 2.8: a new definition has been added for ''Recklessly." Melanie Baise took the definition from
Black's Law Dictionary, with minor modifications.
Section 2.9 (formerly Section 2.6) In the third sentence, the phrase "Research misconduct also means" has
been changed to "Research misconduct is further defined as"
Section 5.2 Second sentence: add "and an inventory of the secured records shall be provided him/her."
Section 5.5(1) Add the word "consulted."
Section 5.5 Last sentence: add the word "respondent's"
Section 6.5(1) Add the word "consulted."
Section 6.5 Next to last sentence: add "and the complaint will have fourteen (14) days to review and submit
any comments to the investigation committee."
Section 7.2 Second sentence: change "personnel file" to "personnel files"
Section 7.3 Add a new last sentence, corresponding to the UNM Business Policy and Procedures Manual
220 Section* "Interference With or Retaliation for Reporting Alleged Misconduct."
Section 8.2.2. NSF issued its Final Rule on March 18, 2002. The wording from the final ruling has been
substituted for the provisional wording.
Section 8.2.4 First sentence: add "of its initiation."
Section 8.5 First and second sentences: inserted the phrase "in the University Counsel Office case files"
after the word "maintained."

o9ap02 vs - misconductMemo.doc - RPC file - disk 14
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DRAFT

Proposed Revisions approved by the Research Policy CommiLLcc April 3. 2002

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
RESEARCH MISCONDUCT POLICY
1. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
Integrity, trust, and respect are important elements in an academic research environment. Investigators
typically conduct research and explain findings and theories with painstaking diligence, precision, and
responsibility. However, research misconduct threatens both to erode the public trust and to cast doubt on
the credibility of all researchers.
Because the University of New Mexico as well as the general public and government are affected by this
issue, the faculty and administration have created a process to deal with research misconduct if it arises and
to ensure the credibility and objectivity ofresearch activities. In broad tenns this process is to:
•
•
•
•

Ensure that ethical standards for research at UNM are clearly stated and applied.
Promptly inquire into allegations of misconduct and, where appropriate, initiate formal
investigations and advise sponsors of action taken.
Ensure that each investigation is properly documented to support 'findings and carefully conducted
to protect any person whose reputation may be placed at risk during the process.
Respect the principles of academic freedom .

The policy and procedures regarding research misconduct are intended to protect the integrity of the
University's research enterprise and not hinder the search for truth or interfere with the expansion of
knowledge
This policy applies to all individuals who may be involved with a research project, including, but not
limited to, faculty, graduate/undergraduate students, staff, employees, contractors, visiting scholars, and
any other member of the University's academic community.

2. DEFINITIONS
2.1 "Complainant" means a person who makes an allegation of research misconduct. There can be more
than one complainant in any inquiry or investigation.
2.2 "Fabrication" is making up data or results and recording or reporting them.
2.3 "Falsification" is manipulating research materials, equipment, or processes, or changing or omitting
data or results such that the research is not accurately represented in the research record.
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2.4 "NSF" means the National Science Foundation. The NSF has adopted rules establishing standards for
institutional responses to allegations of research misconduct.
2.5 "ORI'' means the Office of Research Integrity, an office within the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services that is responsible for overseeing the implementation of PHS policies and procedures on
research misconduct.
2.6 "PHS" means the Public Health Service, a component of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. The PHS has adopted rules establishing standards for institutional responses to allegations of
research misconduct.
2.7 "Plagiarism" is the appropriation of another person's ideas, processes, results or words without giving
appropriate credit.
2.8 "Recklessly " means that a person acts in such a manner that the individual consciously disregards a
substantial and unjustifiable risk or grossly deviates from the standard ofconduct that a reasonable
individual would observe.
2.9 "Research misconduct" is defined as fabrication, falsification or plagiarism in proposing, conducting,
reporting or reviewing sponsored or unsponsored research. The misconduct must have been committed
intentionally, knowingly or recklessly. Research misconduct is further defined to include gross
carelessness in conducting research amounting to wanton disregard of truth or objectivity, or failure to
comply or at least attempt to comply with material and relevant aspects of valid statutory or regulatory
requirements governing the research in question. Research misconduct is more than a simple instance of an
error in judgment, a misinterpretation of experimental results, an oversight in attribution, a disagreement
with recognized authorities, a failure in either inductive or deductive reasoning an error in planning or
carrying out experiments, or a calculation mistake.
2.10 "Respondent" means the person against whom an allegation ofresearch misconduct is directed or the
person who is the subject of the inquiry or investigation. There can be more than one respondent in any
inquiry or investigation.

3. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
3.1 Research misconduct cannot be tolerated and will be firmly dealt with when found to exist.
3.2 For purposes of resolving allegations of research misconduct, the process established
by this policy shall apply to allegations of fabrication, falsification ?r pl~giaris~: All other allegations of
research misconduct shall be resolved utilizing other applicable Umvers1ty poltc1es and procedures.

(fj)
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3.3 Charges of research misconduct shall be promptly reviewed and a copy of this policy shall be made
available to the complainant. Allegations must be made in writing, and signed and dated by the
complainant. If health or safety is involved, prompt remedial action shall be taken.

3.4 Every effort shall be made to protect the rights and the reputations of everyone involved, including the
individual who in good faith alleges perceived misconduct as well as the alleged violator(s). A good faith
allegation is made with the honest belief that research misconduct may have occurred. Persons making a
good faith allegation shall be protected against retaliation. However, persons making allegations in bad
faith will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination or expulsion. An allegation is
made in bad faith if the complainant knows that it is false or makes the allegation with reckless disregard
for or willful ignorance of facts that would disprove it.
3.5 All members of the University community are expected to cooperate with committees conducting
inquiries or investigations.
3.6 Care will be exercised at all times to ensure confidentiality to the maximum extent possible and to
protect the privacy of persons involved in the research under inquiry or investigation. The privacy of those
who report misconduct in good faith will also be protected to the maximum extent possible. Files involved
in an inquiry or investigation shall be kept secure and applicable state and federal law shall be followed
regarding confidentiality of personnel records.

4. PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF ALLEGATIONS

4.1 An initial report of alleged research misconduct shall be treated and brought in a confidential manner
to the attention of the faculty member or other person (e.g., chairperson, supervisor, director, principal
investigator) responsible for the researcher(s) whose actions are in question, or to the dean of the
researcher's college, or to the Vice Provost for Research (for allegations concerning a main campus
researcher) or Vice President for Health Sciences (for allegations concerning a HSC researcher). The
person receiving the initial report shall, in tum, make an immediate confidential report of the allegations to
the Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate.
4.2 An initial report of research misconduct might arise as part of an administrative review. Such a report
will be acted upon in accordance with this policy. The report should be brought confidentially to the Vice
Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate.
4.3 Upon receipt of an initial report of alleged research misconduct, the Vice Provost for Research or Vice
President for Health Sciences, or designee, shall conduct a preliminary assessment within seven (7)
working days. The purpose of the preliminary assessment is to determine whether the allegation falls
within the definition of research misconduct and whether there is sufficient evidence to warrant an inquiry.
If both conditions are met the inquiry process shaJI be initiated. If the allegation is vague, an effort should
be made to obtain more information before deciding whether there is sufficient evidence to warrant an
inquiry. If the preliminary assessment finds insufficient information to all~w specific follow-u~ or ~he
allegation falls outside the definition ofresearch misconduct, the matter will not proceed to an mqutry, and
the Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences shall so inform the respondent and
complainant in writing. The allegation may be referred for review under another University policy, as
appropriate.

(jj)
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5.

INQUIRY

5.1 Purpose and Initiation
If the preliminary assessment reveals that the allegation falls within the definition ofresearch misconduct
and there is sufficient information to allow specific follow-up, the inquiry process shall be initiated by the
Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate. The initiating official
will clearly identify the original allegation and any related issues that should be evaluated in the inquiry.
The purpose of the inquiry is to make a preliminary evaluation of the available evidence to detennine
whether there is sufficient credible evidence of possible research misconduct to warrant conducting an
investigation. The purpose of the inquiry is not to reach a final conclusion about whether misconduct
occurred. The findings of the inquiry shall be set forth in an inquiry report.

5.2 Securing Research Records
After detennining that an inquiry will occur, the Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health
Sciences, as appropriate, will direct the process whereby all original research records (or copies if originals
cannot be located) and materials which may be relevant to the allegation are immediately secured. Prompt
securing ofrecords is in the best interests of both the respondent and UNM. Immediately upon ensuring
that the research records are secure, the respondent shall be notified that an inquiry is being initiated and an
inventory of the secured records shall be provided him/her. As soon as practicable, a copy of each
sequestered record will be provided to the respondent, or to the individual from whom the record is taken if
not the respondent, if requested.
5.3 Inquiry Committee
The inquiry shall be carried out by a committee of three persons appointed by the Vice Provost for
Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate. At least two inquiry committee members
shall be tenured faculty. One of the tenured faculty members shall chair the committee. Committee
members should be selected on the basis of relevant research background and experience. Faculty
members from other universities may be named to the inquiry committee if a sufficient number of qualified
UNM faculty members are not available. Members of the committee shall have no real or apparent
conflicts of interest in the case, shall be unbiased, and shall, together, possess sufficient expertise to enable
the committee to conduct the inquiry.
The respondent shall be notified of the proposed committee membership and may object in writing to any
of the proposed appointees on the grounds that the person, or the committee as a whole, does not meet the
criteria stated above. The Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate,
will consider the objection and if it has merit, shall make appropriate substitution(s). The Vice Provost or
Vice President's decision as to whether the challenge has merit shall be final.
The Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate, may designate an
official to assist the committee in conducting the inquiry. The committee shall receive a written charge
defining the subject matter of its inquiry prior to beginning its work.

4
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5.4 Inquiry Process
The respon_d ent and ~ompl~inant shall be given an opportunity to interview with the inquiry committee.
The comm1tte~ may m~erv1ew ~thers ~nd examine relevant research records, as necessary, to determine
~heth~r ~ere 1s s~ffi c1~nt credible evidence of possible research misconduct to warrant conducting an
mvest1gat1on. University legal counsel shall be available to the committee for consultation .
:he le~gth of the inqu~ry shall not exceed sixty (60) days unless prior written approval for a longer period
1s obtamed from the Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences. If the period is
ext~nded, the record of the inquiry shall include documentation of the reasons for exceeding the sixty day
period.

5.5 Inquiry Report
The inquiry committee shall prepare a report that includes:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

the names and titles of the committee members, and experts consulted, if any;
the allegations;
the PHS support, if any;
a summary of the inquiry process;
a summary of the evidence reviewed;
a summary of any interviews;
the conclusions of the inquiry as to whether an investigation is recommended; and
whether any other action should be taken if an investigation is not recommended.

The respondent shall be given fourteen (14) days to review the report and to add his or her comments,
which will become part of the final inquiry report and record. Based upon the respondent's comments, the
inquiry committee may revise its report.

5.6 Inquiry Determination
The inquiry committee final report will be sent to the Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for
Health Sciences, as appropriate, who will determine whether the results of the inquiry provide sufficient
evidence of possible research misconduct to warrant conducting an investigation or whether the matter will
?ot be pursued further. The respondent and complainant shall be notified in writing of the decision . The
inquiry report will also be sent to the sponsoring agency and/or ORI as required by federal regulation.
6.

INVESTIGATION

6.1 Purpose and Initiation
The purpose of the investigation is to explore the allegations in detail, examine the evidence in depth, and
determine specifically whether research misconduct has been committed, by whom, and to what extent.
The investigation will also determine whether there are additional instances of possible misconduct that
~ouldjustify altering the scope of the investigation. If any additional instances of possible misconduct
involve a different respondent, the matter should be sent to the Vice Provost for Research or Vice President
~or Health Sciences, as appropriate, to determine whether to initiate a preliminary assessment or address the
issue as part of the existing investigation.
The investigation committee will be appointed and the process initi~ted within t~irty_(30) days a~er the
conclusion of the inquiry. If required by sponsoring agency regulations, the U_mver~1ty ~hall n~tify the
agency of its decision to commence an investigation on or before the date the mvestigation begms .

5
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6.2 Securing Research Records
Any additional pertinent research records that were not previously sequestered during the inquiry will be
immediately sequestered when the decision is made to conduct an investigation. The Vice Provost for
Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate, will direct this process. This sequestration
should occur before or at the time the respondent is notified that an investigation will begin. The need for
additional sequestration of records may occur for any number of reasons, including a decision to investigate
additional allegations not considered during the inquiry stage or the identification of records during the
inquiry process that had not been previously secured.

6.3 Investigation Committee
The investigation shall be conducted by a committee of five persons appointed by the Vice Provost for
Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate. Committee members should be selected on
the basis of relevant research background and experience. All persons appointed from UNM shall be
tenured faculty. Tenured faculty members from other universities or senior researchers from research
institutions may be named to the investigation committee if a sufficient number of qualified UNM faculty
members are not available. Members of the committee shall have no real or apparent conflicts of interest in
the case, shall be unbiased, and shall, together, possess sufficient expertise to enable the committee to
conduct the investigation. No more than two members of the inquiry committee may be appointed to
serve on the investigation committee.
The respondent shall be notified of the proposed committee membership and may object in writing to any
of the proposed appointees on the grounds that the person, or the committee as a whole, does not meet the
criteria stated above. The Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate,
will consider the objection and if it has merit, shall make appropriate substitution(s). The Vice Provost or
Vice President's decision as to whether the challenge has merit shall be final.
The Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences may designate an official to assist the
committee in conducting the investigation. The committee shall receive a written charge defining the
subject matter of its investigation prior to beginning its work.

6.4 Investigation Process
The investigation will normally involve examination of all relevant documentation. Whenever possible, the
committee should interview the complainant, the respondent, and other individuals who might have
information regarding aspects of the allegations. A verbatim written ~ecord shall be r:nade of all inter:'iews.
A transcript of the interview shall be provided to each witness for r~v1ew and correction o~ errors, which
shall become part of the investigatory file. The committee may decide to hav~ the complainant a_nd the
respondent present at the same meeting. University legal counsel shall be available to the committee for
consultation.

6
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6.5 lnvestigation Report

t.

The investigation committee shall prepare a final report that includes:
( l) the names and titles of the committee members, and experts consulted, if any;
(2) the allegations;
(3) the PHS support, if any;
(4) a summary of the inquiry process;
(5) a summary of the evidence reviewed;
(6) a summary of any interviews;
(7) findings and basis for each finding;
(8) conclusion(s) as to whether research misconduct occurred; and
(9) recommendations for institutional action.
Copies of all significant documentary evidence that is referenced in the report should be appended to the
report.
A finding of research misconduct requires that four conditions be met:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

the conduct at issue falls within this policy's definition of research misconduct;
the misconduct be committed intentionally, or knowingly, or recklessly;
there be a significant departure from accepted practices of the relevant research community; and
the allegation be proven by a preponderance of the evidence. This means that the evidence shows that
it is more likely than not that the respondent committed research misconduct.

The respondent will be provided with a copy of the draft investigation report for review and comment. The
respondent will be allowed fourteen (14) days for review and any comments will be attached to the final
report. The findings of the final report should take into account the respondent's comments in addition to
all of the other evidence. The complainant may be provided with those portions of the draft investigation
report that address the complainant's role and opinions in the investigation, and the complaint will have
fourteen (i 4) days to review and submit any comments to the investigation committee. The report may be
modified, as appropriate, based on the complainant's comments.

7
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6.6 Institutional Review and Determination

The investigation committee final report will be forwarded to the Vice Provost for Research or Vice
President for Health Sciences, as appropriate. The Vice Provost for Research will transmit the report to the
Provost who is the University deciding official for cases where the respondent is not a Health Sciences
Center employee. The Vice President for Health Sciences is the deciding official for cases where the
respondent is a Health Sciences Center employee. The deciding official will make the final determination
whether to accept the investigation report, its findings, and the recommended institutional actions. The
deciding official's decision should be consistent with the definition ofresearch misconduct, the
University's policies, and the evidence reviewed and analyzed by the investigation committee. The
deciding official may also return the report to the investigation committee with a request for further factfinding or analysis. The deciding official's final determination will be sent to the respondent and
complainant. If the deciding official's decision varies from that of the investigation committee, the basis
for rendering a different decision will be explained in the report to ORI.
Respondent may appeal the final determination to the University President. An appeal is limited to: (1) a
claim of procedural error; and/or (2) a claim that the sanction imposed as a result of a finding of research
misconduct is inappropriate.
The investigation shall be completed within 180 days of the first meeting of the investigation committee.
However, if PHS sponsored the research, the investigation shalJ be completed, with the final investigation
report and final determination submitted to ORI, within 120 days of the first meeting of the investigation
committee, unless ORI grants an extension.
·

7. ACTIONS FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION
7.1 Finding of Research Misconduct
If the final determination is that research misconduct occurred, UNM shall take appropriate action, which
may include but is not limited to:

(1) notifying the sponsoring agency;
(2) withdrawal or correction of all pending or published abstracts and papers emanating from the
research;
(3) removal of the responsible person from the particular project, letter of reprimand, special
monitoring of future work, probation, suspension, salary reduction, rank reduction or
termination of employment in accordance with UNM p~licies an~ ~rocedures; .
.
.
determinino
whether
law
enforcement
agencies,
professional
soc1et1es,
profess10nal
hcensmg
(4)
boards, collaborators of the respondent, or other relevant parties should be ~otifo~d; and
(5) any other steps deemed appropriate to accomplish justice and preserve the mtegnty of UNM
and the credibility of the sponsor's program.

.

(jj)
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7.2 Restoration of Respondent's Reputation
If the final determination is that no research misconduct occurred, efforts shall be undertaken to the extent
possible and appropriate to fully protect, restore, or maintain the credibility of the research project, research
results, and the reputation of the respondent, the sponsor and others who were involved in the investigation
or deleteriously affected thereby. Depending on the circumstances, consideration should be given to
notifying those individuals aware of or involved in the investigation of the final outcome, publicizing the
final outcome in forums in which the allegation of research misconduct was previously publicized,
expunging all reference to the research misconduct allegation from the respondent's personnel files , or
reviewing negative decisions related to tenure or advancement to candidacy that occurred during the
investigation. Any institutional actions to restore the respondent's reputation must first be approved by the
Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences, as appropriate.

7.3 Protection of the Complainant and Others
Regardless of whether UNM determines that research misconduct occurred, reasonable efforts will be
undertaken to protect complainants who made allegations of scientific misconduct in good faith and others
who cooperate in good faith with inquiries and investigations of such allegations. The Vice Provost for
Research and Vice President for Health Sciences, or designee, will also take appropriate steps during the
inquiry and investigation to prevent retaliation against the complainant. If a complainant believes that
retaliation was threatened, attempted or occurred, he or she may file a complaint with the UNM Audit
Department.

7.4 Allegations Made in Bad Faith
If relevant, the Vice Provost for Research or Vice President for Health Sciences will determine whether the
complainant's allegation of research misconduct was made in good faith . Ifan allegation was made in bad
faith, appropriate disciplinary action will be taken in accordance with UNM policies and procedures. If the
complainant is not associated with UNM, appropriate organizations or authorities may be notified and
administrative or legal action considered.

8. OTHER CONSIDERA TlONS
8.1 Requirements for Reporting to ORI When Funding From PHS is Involved
8.1.I The decision to initiate an investigation must be reported in writ~~ to the Director, ORI, on or before
the date the investigation begins. The notification must include at a mm1mum !he name of the perso~(s)_
against whom the allegations have been made, the general nature of the allegation, and the PHS application
or grant number(s) involved.
8.1.2 If UNM plans to tenninate an inquiry or investigation without completing _all rel~vant requi_re~ents of
the PHS regulation, a report of such planned termination shall be made to ORI, mcludmg a description of
the reasons for the proposed termination.

8.1.3 lfUNM determines that it will not be able to complete the investigation within 120 days, a written
request for an extension shall be submitted to ORI that explains the delay, reports on the progre~s to date,
estimates the date of completion and describes other necessary steps to be taken. If the request ts granted,
lJNM must file periodic progress reports as requested by ORI.
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8.1.4 UNM will keep ORJ apprised of any developments during the course of an investigation that may
affect current or potential Department of Health and Human Services funding for the individual(s) under
investigation or that the PHS needs to know to ensure appropriate use of federal funds and otherwise
protect the public interest.
8. 1.5 ORI shall be notified at any stage of the inquiry or investigation if any of the following conditions
exist:

(1) there is an immediate health hazard involved;
(2) there is an immediate need to protect federal funds or equipment;
(3) there is an immediate need to protect the interests of the person(s) making the allegations or
of the individual(s) who is the subject of the allegations as well as his/her co-investigators and
associates, if any;
(4) it is probable that the alleged incident is going to be reported publicly;
(5) the allegation involves a public health sensitive issue (e.g. a clinical trial); or
(6) there is reasonable indication of possible criminal violation in which case UNM must inform
ORI within 24 hours of obtaining that information.

8.2 Requirements for Reporting When NSF Funding is Involved
8.2.1 The decision to initiate an investigation must be reported immediately in writing to NSF.
8.2.2 NSF shall be notified at any stage ofthe inquiry or investigation if any of the following conditions
exist:

(1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)

public health or safety is at risk;
NSF 's resources, reputation, or other interests need protecting;
there is reasonable indication ofpossible violations ofcivil or criminal law;
research activities should be suspended;
federal action may be needed to protect the interests ofa subject of the investigation or of
others potentially affected; or
(6) the scientific community or the public should be informed

8.2.3 NSF shall be provided with a copy of the final investigation report.
8.2.4 The inquiry shall be completed within 90 days and the investigation completed wi!hin 180 days of its
initiation. If completion of an inquiry or investigation will be delayed, NSF shall be notrfied and may
require submission of periodic status reports.

8.3 Interim Administrative Action
UNM officials will take interim administrative actions, as appropriate, to protect federal funds and insure
that the purposes of the federal financial assistance are carried out.

8.4 Termination of UNM Employment
The termination of the respondent's UNM employment, by resi~nation or otherwise, b~fore or aft~r an
allegation of possible research misconduct has been reported, w,11 not precl~de ~r term mate the misconduct
procedures. If the respondent refuses to participate in the proce~s after termm~uon of ~mp~oy_ment, the
committee will use its best efforts to reach a conclusion concemmg the allegat1ons, no~mg m its report the
respondent's failure to cooperate and its effect on the committee's review of all the evidence.

•
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8.5 Record Retention
All documentation of an inquiry that does not lead to an investigation shall be maintained in University
Counsel Office files for at least three (3) years after the conclusion of the inquiry. All documentation of an
investigation shall be maintained in University Counsel Office files for five (5) years after the end of the
investigation. Documentation shall be provided to the sponsoring agency and OR1 upon request or if
required by the agency's regulations. Documentation shall be treated as confidential personnel infonnation
to the extent provided for by law.

8.6 Reimbursement

If requested, the Board of Regents in the pursuit of justice and fairness may, in its sole discretion, fully or
partially reimburse the respondent and/or the complainant for legal fees in cases of unusual hardship.
8. 7 Federal Regulatory Changes
If PHS, ORI, NSF or any other federal agency amends its requirements on research misconduct tJ1ose
amendments shall govern where applicable and shall be incorporated into this policy by reference herein .
Such changes in federal requirements shall supercede all relevant portions of this policy.

08ap02 mb/vs - misconduct02ap.doc - RPC file - disk 14
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3.
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the goals of social responsibility have shaped the in tm nt of uni
endowments and trusts for a quarter-century. In June 1985, the niver ity of
Mexico Board of Regents unanimously voted to adopt a re olution to di
t to k
South African gold mining companies. Secretary-Treasurer Dr. Paez followed th
by urging the University to consider future policies reflecting the Uni r ity f
Mexico's concern for human rights abuses in other countrie ·

111

WHEREAS, this Committee has been charged by the administration of the ni r ity f
New Mexico (UNM) with considering the issues concerning inve tment in
rld Bank
Bonds, as well as socially responsible investment;
WHEREAS, UNM does not presently own World Bank Bond or mv tin an mutual
fund that owns World Bank Bonds;
WHEREAS, it is not necessary for UNM to invest in such World Bank Bond t achi
any ofUNM's investment objectives of maximizing return and minimizing ri k ·
WHEREAS, there is a considerable range of infom1ed opinion critical of th
Bank's present policies;

rld

IT IS RESOLVED by this Committee to recommend that
M adopt a p lie n t t
purchase or to invest directly or indirectly in World Bank Bond until uch tim that th
World Bank engages in genuine reform of its ub tantive policie and deci ion-making
procedures; and
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED by this Committee to recommend that
er ate a
permanent committee to review and evaluate the World Bank' record at reform a well
as monitoring other issues related to socially respon ible inve tment. Thi monitoring
committee should include representatives democratically selected or appointed from
ociated
diverse constituencies and stakeholders, including representatives from the
M) the Graduate and Profe ional
Students of the University of New Mexico (AS
Student Association (GPSA), the Student Bar A sociation ( BA)
taff ouncil
and UNM faculty. This monitoring committee could recommend World Bank Bond a
an investment if and when the World Bank has ucceeded in effort to reform it
substantive policies and decision-making procedures.

For a quarter-century, the goals of social respon ibility have haped the in ~ tment of
university endowments and trusts. The Anti-Apartheid dive trnent mo ement 1 perhap
the most well-known illustration of the union of univer ity inve trnent and o ial
concerns. Beginning in the 1970's and continuing through the 1?id-l 9 O' . thi . tud ntled movement prompted institutions to dive t from corporation operatmg m outh

Africa. The University of New Mexico Board of Regents unanimously voted to adopt a
resolution in June of 1985 to divest stocks in South African gold mining companies.
Secretary-Treasurer Dr. Paez followed the vote by urging the University to consider
future policies reflecting UNM's concern for human rights abuses in other countries.
In the Spring of 2001, a group of UNM students asked UNM to support a boycott on
investments in World Bank Bonds. The students also asked that the University consider
inserting a social responsibility mandate into its investment policy. In response to these
requests, the University formed this Committee to analyze the available data and examine
the issues relating to potential University investments in World Bank Bonds and the
possible adoption of a socially responsible investment policy.
The UNM Foundation, Inc. Investment Committee provides management oversight for
both UNM and the UNM Foundation's endowment assets pursuant to the Regents'
Endowment Investment Management Policy. The policy seeks to maximize returns and
to limit risk in a diversified portfolio of quality investments. These investments include a
wide range of corporate and government debt and equity securities. UNM and the UNM
Foundation do not presently own any World Bank Bonds or invest in any mutual funds
that own World Bank Bonds.
The World Bank, created in 1944 as the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, initially helped Western Europe to rebuild after the Second World War. It
is now one of the world's largest sources of development assistance, and provides loan
and assistance to more than 100 developing countries. The World Bank provided 17.3
billion in loans in fiscal year 2001 with the objectives of promoting economic
development, alleviating poverty, and improving living standards in recipient countries.
The World Bank raises nearly 80 percent of its funds by issuing bonds in private capital
markets.
There is now a considerable range of informed opinion that is increasingly critical of the
World Bank's present policies. For instance, Paul H. O'Neill, the Secretary of the U.S.
Treasury Department, has charged that the World Bank has driven poor countries "into a
ditch" by lending that has added to the debt levels of those poor countries, instead of
donating funds to fight poverty. The World Bank's present model of lending is in sharp
contrast to its more progressive policies that contributed to the reconstruction of Western
Europe after the Second World War.
In recent years, World Bank lending has become more and more controversial, and there
are now campaigns opposing the World Bank's policies throughou~ the United States
Canada, Europe, Africa, Asia, the Pacific, Latin America, and the Caribbean.
~ome critics charge that World Bank loans are made to countries that are ~nancially
irresponsible, corrupt, or repressive, and that the benefits of World Bank assistance do
not reach the vast number of people in those countries. Others charge that the World
Bank should provide more aid in the form of grants, rather than loans. And many people
have criticized the harsh conditions imposed upon borrowing nations. These so-called
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"loan conditionalities" have included the highly controversial Structural Adjustment
Policies, such as fiscal and monetary austerity, significant user fees for primary education
and health care, inequitable privatizations of state-owned enterprises, and premature
liberalization of financial markets. As a result of its closed and secretive decisionmaking processes, the World Bank has often been able to ignore its critics and to refrain
from debating many of the substantive issues that they raise.
Supporters of the World Bank point to numerous projects that have been financed by
World Bank assistance. These projects include the construction of physical infrastructure
and the financing of particular education and health programs. While the World Bank
may properly take credit for such accomplishments, critics of the World Bank argue that
such successes are outweighed by environmental destruction stemming from large
infrastructure projects, by the negative social impacts of the Structural Adjustment
strategy, and by the lack of public participation in the World Bank's decision-making
processs. Critics from both right and left have questioned the use of taxpayer money to
an organization that they claim has departed from its original mandate to provide for
long-term economic and social development in recipient countries.
Many of the World Bank's critics have been increasingly frustrated by the World Bank's
lack of transparency and democracy in its decision-making processes, as well as a
propensity to silence critics within the World Bank. For instance, Joseph Stiglitz, the
World Bank's own Chief Economist during the East Asian financial crisis of 1997-1998
questioned the World Bank's and International Monetary Fund's adherence to the
Structural Adjustment model. In particular, Mr. Stiglitz argued that Structural
Adjustment policies were resulting in a dramatic increase in the numbers of people in
poverty and in their level of suffering, with more than a billion people subsisting on les
than a dollar a day throughout the world. (In fact, of the 4. 7 billion people who live in
the 100 countries that are World Bank clients: 3 billion people live on less than $2 a day;
1.2 billion on less than $1 a day; nearly 3 million children die each year from vaccinepreventable diseases; 113 million children are not in school; and 1.5 billion people do not
have clean water to drink.) As a result of his criticism, Mr. Stiglitz was forced to resign
from his World Bank office· and he has since been awarded a Nobel Prize in Economics.

'

The silencing of Mr. Stiglitz has no doubt made it more difficult for other reform-minded
people within the World Bank to question the prevailing orthodoxy - even while (as Mr.
Stiglitz pointed out time and again) economic and social conditions in borrowing
countries have stagnated at best, and sharply deteriorated at worst. Unfortunately, the
World Bank has refused to encourage open debate and discussion about its lending
policies. The World Bank's decision-making processes are marked by a lack of
transparency, insufficient participation by client and borrowing countries, and insufficient
accountability to U.S. citizens or their elected representatives. In a pluralist and
democratic society, institutions such as the World Bank have a responsibility t~ ~ngage
public opinion in discussions about its policies, particularly when those policies are
viewed as controversial by such large and diverse numbers of citizens.
Much as the intransigence of U.S. corporations to public opinion during the ~erio~ _of
Apartheid in South Africa fueled the divestment movement at colleges and umvers1tle
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throughout the United States during the 1980's, the World Bank' own intran ig n e to
public concerns has led many of its critics to refuse to purcha e its bond . Thi trat gy
of boycotting World Bank Bonds has now been endorsed by a growing number of peopl
and organizations, including: numerous foundations and socially re pon ible inv tment
firms (such as Harrington Investments, the Calvert Group, Citizen Fund and th
Parnassus Fund); municipalities (including Milwaukee, Boulder, an Franci co, Oakland
Berkeley, Takoma Park); international labor unions (including the Am rican Federation
of Government Employees, the Communication Workers of America the Int rnational
Longshore and Warehouse Union, and the United Electrical, Radio and
achin
Workers); local and central labor councils (including the Central ew Mexico
ntral
Labor Council); and numerous churches and religious organizations. It i hop d that thi
growing boycott movement will assist reformers within the World Bank to rever the
more regressive aspects of the World Bank's substantive policie (such a it tructural
Adjustment Programs), and to make its decision-making proce es tran par nt and
participatory.
We believe that the University of New Mexico should recognize the controver ial natur
of the World Bank's policies and respect the efforts of the World Bank' critic to engage
the World Bank in public debate and discussion. We therefore re olve that
M hould
adopt a policy not to purchase or to invest directly or indirectly in World Bank Bond
until such time that the World Bank engages in genuine reform of it ub tantive policie
and decision-making procedures.
We further urge UNM to create a permanent committee to review and evaluate the World
Bank's record at reform, as well as monitoring other issue related to ocially re pon ible
investment. This monitoring committee should include repre entative wh ar
democratically selected or appointed from diverse constituencie and takeholder
including representatives from the Associated Students of the Univer ity of ew Mexico
(ASUNM), the Graduate and Professional Student Association (GP A), the tudent Bar
Association (SBA), UNM Staff Council, and UNM faculty. This monitoring committ e
could recommend World Bank Bonds as an investment if and when the World Bank ha
succeeded in efforts to reform its substantive policies and decision-making procedure .
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Motion I

Add the following paragraph to section 2.3.1 of the Faculty Handbook(as part b),
making the existing paragraph as part a, page B-10:

b.

In other professional schools, faculty may be appointed to the position of
clinician-educator. These appointments are for faculty with appropriate
professional degrees who are primarily engaged in teaching as practitioner
educators, and may have related scholarly responsibilities. Faculty holding these
positions are not eligible for tenure .

..,Motion II

Delete section ~.3.11 ef=the F-acultyliaRdbook, pago-8-l

•

The Graduation Project: January 1997 - February 2002
Total Graduates (as of Fall 2002) - 693
Phase I ( 1515 students ) - 262
Phase II (352 students) - 130
Phase ill ( 582 students) - 99
Phase IV (332 students)- 86
Phase V (186 students) - 45
Phase VI ( 196 students) - 35
Phase VII ( 126 students) - 5
College of Ed (39 students) - 30
Athletics (93 students) - 2

17.29%
36.82%
17.01%
25.90%
24.19%
17.86%
3.97%
76.92%
2.15%

- Fall '90 to Fall '96
- Spring '97
- Fall '97 to Fall '98
- Spring '99
- Fall '99
- Spring '00
- Fall '00

Total Students Enrolled (Spring 2002) - 249
Spring 2002 Enrolled Students:
66
Phase I ( 1515 students) Phase II (353 students)15
Phase ill (583 students) 54
Phase IV (332 students) 26
27
Phase V (187 students)Phase VI ( 197 students) 37
Phase VII ( 126 students) 21
College of Ed (39 students) 0
Athletics (93 students) 3
% Minority of Total Students Graduated:

0 - No Response/Missing

12

1 - Native American

76

2 - African American

14

3 -Asian

11

4-Hispanic

168

5 - White

417

Total Minority

Prep

db O ·
S
y avid Stuart, Kathy ma11ey,
February 22, 2002
Phone - 7-0896

are

12/693=1.73 %
76/693 =10.97 %
14/693 =2.02 %
11/693 =1.59 %
168/693 =24.24%
414/693 =60.17 %

269
269/693 39.00%
o1· ·
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Odell and Tandy Freel Office of the Associate Provost, Academic Affairs
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The 2001 Annual Report of the Athletic Council
Submitted to the Faculty Senate on January 28, 2002

The membership of the Athletic Council, along with all public minutes of meetings and
all other relevant materials may be located on our web sites at:
http://coffee.phvs.unm.edu/duncan/athletic council fall.html
http://coffee.phvs.unm.edu/duncan/old athletic council.html
All issues, concerns, and other business considered by the Athletic ouncil are part of the
public record, and may be found on the web sites above. This material is also contained
in the appendix to this report. Only issues related to the academic performance of
specific student athletes has been withheld from the public record . This information,
which must be protected by law, is held in confidence by the Chair of the Athletic
Council.

Summary of the Athletic Council's Activities
The Athletic Council formed three standing sub-committees to assure proper attention to
the Council's three major monitoring and reporting responsibilities. These three subcommittees will continue to exist until the Athletic Council vo.tes to change their content.
This sub-committee structure was proposed by an ad-hoc committee of the Athletic
Council in the Fall, 2001 Semester, which was chaired by Professor Lui
uret. Th se
sub-committees, along with their current membership, are listed below :
Athletic Integrity Sub-Committee
1. Prof. Michael Dougher
2. Dean Ken Frandsen
3. Prof. Paul Steele
4. Mr. Bill McGillis
Governance, Compliance and Fiscal Responsibility Sub-Committee
1. Associate Dean Breda Bova
2. Prof. Fred Hashimoto
3. Prof. Janet Poole
4. Mr. Hector Baldera
Equity Welfare & Sportsmanship
1. Mr. Ruben Douglas
2. Prof. Richard Gonzales
3. Prof. Leslie Oakes
4. Mr. Greg Frost

In addition, Prof. Robert Duncan, Chair of the Athletic Council, served on all subcommittees.
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In addition to the Athletic Council's routine business, which is summarized at the end of
this report, the Council took the following extensive special actions:
1) The Athletic Council recommended to President Gordon that UNM propose a
higher academic standard for transfer eligibility within the Mountain West
Conference (MWC). Most of the schools within the MWC permit out-of-State
transfer students to transfer their grades ofD or higher in order to meet the NCAA
transfer requirement of 48 credit hours to be eligible for participation in
intercollegiate athletics. UNM permits only grades of C or higher to be
transferred from out-of-State schools, however by State law UNM is required to
accept D or higher grades from students who transfer to UNM from another
public college or university within the State. This proposal is under consideration
by the MWC, and should be acted upon early in 2002.
2) The Athletic Council studied, revised, and re-issued a policy concerning the
academic requirements for student athletes in their final semester of NCAA
eligibility. This policy, which had been informally referred to as the 'Peck
Policy', had never been formally reviewed or endorsed by the Athletic Council.
For details on the endorsed policy on academic requirements for student athletes
in their final semester of eligibility, please refer to the Athletic Council's web
sites listed above. This report is also contained within the appendix to this report.
3) At the request of the Faculty Senate, the Athletic Council reported on their review
of the cancellation of the three Men's Olympic Sports in 1999. Materials
concerning the cancellations of these three sports may be found on the Athletic
Council's web sites, in the minutes of the Athletic Council meetings, and in the
appendix to this report. The Faculty Senate requested that the Athletic Council
determine the extent of the cost savings that have resulted from the cancellation of
these sports, along with any personnel actions, such as terminations or reassignments within the coaching staff, which have occurred as a result of these
cancellations. This information is contained on the web sites listed above, and in
the appendix to this report. The Faculty Senate also requested that the Athletic
Council report more extensively to the Faculty Senate on matters concerning the
Athletic Programs at UNM. The Athletic Council considers it regrettable that the
Faculty Senate has been misinformed by Prof. Peter Dorato that the Athletic
Council refused to consider the cancellation of these three sports. The Athletic
Council considered this action prior to the cancellations when Associate Dean
Matthewson served as Chair. The impact of these cancellations, with emphasis on
how it affected the welfare of the student athletes who had participated in these
sports at the time of cancellation, was closely considered by the Athletic Council
while Professor Michael Dougher served as Chair. The consideration by the
Athletic Council of these cancellations has now been undertaken on three
occasions, and the reports are part of the public record. The Athletic Council
respectfully submits the results of this third study within the appendix of this
report. We hope that the Faculty Senate will now discontinue this expensive and
repeated inquiry concerning these three cancelled sports, so that the Athletic
Council may dedicate more time to their main mission, which is the close
monitoring of the academic and business integrity of the Athletic Program at
UNM, and the close supervision of the welfare of our student athletes at UNM.
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The Athletic Council respectfully requests that the Faculty Senate exercise due
process and prudence, and that they obtain objective discovery before tasking the
Athletic Council, or any other Standing Committee of the Faculty Senate, with
unplanned efforts that demand substantial allocation of the University's
Resources.
4) The Athletic Council considered and defeated a motion that would have
established a formal policy preventing any Athletic Council Member from
accepting gifts or other benefits associated with their service on the Athletic
Council. Debate on this issue resulted in an investigation of alleged misconduct
by Athletic Council members concerning the acceptance of gifts. The Athletic
Council was only able to identify one instance when a member accepted two free
tickets to attend a football game from the Athletic Department. In that instance
the Athletic Council member was the liaison to the Football team. The Athletic
Council did not consider this action to be improper, since it was very unlikely that
this small gift would impair the member's ability to remain objective, and since
the gift facilitated the member's ability to serve more effectively as the Council's
liaison to the Football Team. Since there was no evidence of misconduct in this
regard, the Athletic Council voted not to create such a policy. All faculty
members are already prohibited from accepting any gift or favor that would
compromise their objectivity in conducting their duties. Any member of the
UNM community who has actual evidence of any misconduct by an Athletic
Council member is encouraged to contact the Chair of the Athletic Council so that
the allegation may be investigated, and corrected if necessary.
The sections that follow contain summaries of the results of the Athletic Council's
routine monitoring of the activities of the Athletic Department, along with
recommendations for revisions where appropriate. These sections summarize extensive
data sets, many of which may be found on the Athletic Council's web sites listed above,
and are reprinted in appendix to this report.
Athletic Team Liaisons

The Athletic Council has continued the policy, which was implemented three years ago,
of assigning one Athletic Council Member to each intercollegiate sport. Each liaison
meets with their respective team's head coach at least twice a year to discuss issues of
interest to the coach and the student athletes. The liaison will often meet with the team as
a whole, and provide each athlete with a direct link to the Athletic Council if any
concerns arise. The liaisons also provide information to the teams on the current
activities of the Athletic Council, and they coordinate any business of the Athletic
Council with that particular team. The reports of the team liai~ons following thei~
meetings with their teams are reported as part of th~ reg~lar mmutes of t~e Athletic .
Council. These minutes are available on the web sites listed above, and m the appendix
to this report.
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Graduation Rates and Academic Performance of Student Athlete
Sources of Information:
i) NCAA Official 1999, 2000, and 2001 Graduation-Rates Report
ii) UNM Athletic Team Spring Semester Grade Point Averages from 1994 through
2001
iii) UNM Academic Advisement Report of Student-Athletes with 3.00 and abov
from Spring 1999 through 2001.
The data concerning freshman graduation rates presented in the first three documents
fall into two main categories: The cohort year, which is the academic year six years prior
to the year listed (e.g., 1994-95 for the 2001 report) and the 4-class average which is the
average graduation rates of that cohort year combined with the previous three cohorts.
Four-year average graduation rates are also presented for transfer students. Thes
students entered whatever school they transferred from during the sam year as the cohort
with which they are listed. A graduated student, then, is one who graduate within i
years of entering either UNM or the school in which the student originaJly enroll d.
From these documents we can glean the following infom1ation. First with resp ct to the
1994-95 freshman cohort (2001 data), UNM student athletes as a group graduate at a
higher rate than the UNM student body average (47% vs. 40%). UNM male studentathletes graduate at a marginally higher rate than all UNM males (36% s. 33¾).
women athletes, on the other hand, graduate at much higher rates than
M women
overall (68% vs. 45%). In addition, it appears that for the freshman cohort graduation
rates for 2001 were similar to those for last year, and that for female athlete there was an
appreciable increase in the rates for the last two years over 1999. Relative to entering
freshman, the graduation rate for student athletes who transfer to UNM is slightly better
for males (45%), marginally lower for females (60%) and roughly the same overall
(48%).
Although 2001 graduation data for NCAA Division 1 and other MW A schools are
not yet available, we can safely assume that the data reported last year are relatively
stable and, thus, get an assessment of how UNM's 2001 graduate rates compare with
those groups. In comparison with other Mountain West Conference schools,
's
graduation rate in 2001 of 4 7% ranks them about the middle of the pack out of se en
schools, not counting the Air Force Academy who does not grant athletic scholarships.
More specific comparisons can be made for the individual CAA sanctioned sports but
of special note for this report are the revenue generating sports of basketball for men and
women, and football for men. For these sports for men, UNM's graduation rates are
much lower than the national averages. In Division I football UNM's graduation rate of
24% is significantly below the national average of 48%, and their Division I basketball
graduation rate for the 1995-95 cohort of 0% is difficult to compar to the national
average of 42%. If instead of using the 1994-95 cohort figures for men's basketball v e
use the 4-class average for freshman entering in any of the 4 years 1991-95 then
's
basketball graduation rate of 33% compares unfavorably with the national average of
~3%. The women's basketball graduation rate for the freshman cohort at
of 100%
1s considerably higher than the national average at 63%, but there are a small number of
students in the lJNM cohort. The 4-year average of 41 % is considerably lower than the
national average, but if recent trends continue, that discrepancy likely will be narrowed
considerably in the next few years.
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When we use as the basis of comparison the 4-class average graduation rates for
transfer students (instead of the freshman cohort), UNM rates for the revenue generating
sports compared to the national average are mixed . In Division I football the transfer
graduation rate for UNM in 2001 was 33% compared to the national average of 40%, in
men's basketball the transfer rate for UNM was 22% compared to a figure nationally of
38%, and in women's basketball UNM's transfer graduation rate was 75% compared to a
national rate of 56%.
In looking at UNM grade-point averages for student-athletes, it is clear that there has
been an upward trend since 1994. An overall GPA of2.91 is certainly respectabl and it
is encouraging to know that the Athletic Department is committed to getting that average
up to a 3.0. Female athletes tend to obtain higher GPAs than the males (3.17 vs. 2.77
respectively), and the non-revenue generating sports tend to better than the major revenue
generating sports. For men, the lowest averages are for football (2.59) and the highest are
for skiing (3.75), tem1is (3.06) and golf (3.03). It was encouraging to see an increase of
18% in the GP A of the basketball team, traditionally the team with the lowest GP A. For
women, volleyball has the lowest (2.60) and skiing the highest (3.45), with women's
basketball a very impressive 3.23.
Also included with this report is a list of student-athletes obtaining a cumulative PA
of3.0 or better since Spring 1999. As these data indicate, roughly 48% of studentathletes at UNM maintain a 3.0 or higher, and this percentage has remained constant o er
the years
In conclusion, we make the following observations:
1. UNM must continue to work to get the graduation rates for the revenue generating
sports for the freshman cohort up to national averages, especially in men's basketball
and football.
2. UNM's record in graduating transfer student-athletes seems to be better than its
record for freshman student-athletes; this statistic reveals the need to develop
retention plans for freshman to see them to their graduation.
3. For all student-athletes UNM is doing about average when compared to their sister
institutions in the Mountain West Conference.
4. The graduation rate for student athletes is higher than that for the overall student
population at UNM.
5. UNM's graduation rates for female athletes are much closer to national averages than
are the rates for male athletes, especially for the revenue-generating sports.
6. The goal for UNM for its student-athlete's graduation rates should not be to hover
near the national averages, but to surpass them.
7. There is evidence of continued and sustained improvement in the academic
performance ofUNM's student-athletes. and that effort should be recognized.

Rules Compliance
Although NCAA rules cover a wide-variety of issues, compliance efforts at most
AA rules
universities focus on recruiting, eligibility and financial aid. Violations of
fall into two categories: major violations that affect ~li~bility and minor violations th_at
lead to lesser penalties. It is the University's respons1b1_hty to edu~ate coac?es, financial
aid staff, and others about the NCAA rules, and to momtor comphance. It 1s also the
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University's responsibility to impose the required sanctions for minor violations· the
sanctions are reviewed by the Mountain West Conferenc . There ha been no major
violations at UNM in since 1987. In the last year, there have been 1O minor iolation
(there are on average 10 to 18 minor violations per year.) These violations ran e from
coaches making too many calls to recruits to financial aid errors that ha e been caught
and corrected.
UNM's Compliance Officer (Janice Branch Ruggiero) meets regularly with all coa hes
AA rules iolations. In the
the registrar's office, housing and financial aid to prevent
past year, she also met with the Rocky Mountain Counselor's Association to ducate hi gh
school counselors about NCAA eligibility requirements.
Equity

UNM conducts annual audits of athletic facilities to ensure that both mal and fem al
athletes have access to equivalent facilities. These audits are conducted under th
guidance of the OEO office and have led to improvements oflocker fa iii ties in th p t
year.
Student Welfare
Janice Branch Ruggiero conducts exit interviews with a member of each
sport that has a graduating athlete. In addition, the Athletic oun el meet
ith el ct d
graduating student athletes each Spring. The issue that emerges mo t oft n is the
difficulty students have dealing with faculty over scheduling conflicts. In me
es
students report feeling that faculty members make individual students suffer becau e f
the faculty members' disapproval of student athletics. The Athletic ouncil encourag s
the UNM faculty to forward their concerns with regard to student athlete absence from
their classes to the Council. The Athletic Council must approve all requests to participate
in intercollegiate events during the finals week. Otherwise, of the Mountain We t
Conference Schools, UNM is the only school without a University-wide policy on
student athlete conflicts with exams and other course requirements. The thletic ouncil
recommends that UNM adopt a policy for student absence from classes while they are
away on UNM-sponsored activities. Such activities will most frequently in ol e stud nt
athletes, but occasionally involve other student activities such as professional society
involvement, academic competitions, and other activities spon ored by
.

Athletic Scholarship Cancellation
The Athletic Department provided the Athletic Council with a list of the names of
119 student athletes - 67 males and 52 females - whose scholarships were either not
renewed or reduced for the 2001-2002 academic year. Exhaustion of eligibility was the
most common reason for non-renewal of a scholarship (37 total 21 men 16 omen . A
total of 21 student athletes (8 men 13 women) transferred to other college pro rams.
Twenty student athletes (12 men, 8 women) lost their scholarships due to ~~du tion.
Another 16 students (8 men, 8 women) voluntarily quit their teams. In add1t1on fi e
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student athletes, all male, had their scholarships terminated on the basis of perfom1ance
and one male was academically suspended. Finally, one female went on an academic
scholarship.

In addition, the scholarships of 13 (9 men, 4 women) student athletes were
reduced, most commonly on the basis of performance, but in one case (male) because of
physical fitness and another (male) because of academic performance. Moreover, the
book stipend of one student athlete (male) was cancelled due to performance.
The Athletic Department has monitored the student athletes who exhausted their
athletic eligibility to determine whether they have remained in school to earn their
degrees. Of the 37 students in this category, 30 (15 men and 15 women) remained
enrolled at UNM and are either working toward their degrees or have, in the interim,
completed their graduation requirements. Of the remaining seven students, three (all
men) transferred to other institutions, and four (three men, one woman) withdrew from
UNM and their status is unknown.

Recommendations

In summary, the Athletic Council makes the following comments and recommendations
to the Faculty Senate for the continued improvement of the Athletic Program at UNM:
1. UNM must continue to work to get the graduation rates for the revenue generating
sports for the freshman cohort up to national averages, especially in men's
basketball and football.
2. UNM's record in graduating transfer student-athletes seems to be better than its
record for freshman student-athletes; this statistic reveals the need to develop
retention plans for freshman to see them to their graduation.
3. The graduation rate for student athletes is higher than that for the overall student
population at UNM. This success of the Athletic Department's policies and
practices in academic advisement should be formally recognized.
4. The graduation rate of all student-athletes UNM is about average when compared
to the graduation rate within other institutions in the Mountain West Conference.
UNM's graduation rate for female athletes are much closer to national average
than is the rate for male athletes, especially for the revenue-generating sports.
The goal for UNM for its student-athletes' graduation rate should not be to hover
near the national average, but to surpass them.
5. There is evidence of continued and sustained improvement in the academic
performance of UNM's student-athletes, and the Athletic Department's success in
this regard should be formally recognized.
6. Of the Mountain West Conference Schools, UNM is the only school without a
University-wide policy on student athlete conflicts with exams and othe~ course
requirements. The Athletic Council recommends that UNM adopt a poltcy for
student absence from classes while they are away on UNM-sponsored activities.
Such activities will most frequently involve student athletics, but occasionally

@
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involve other student activities such as professional society involvement,
academic competitions, and other activities sponsored by UNM.
7. The Athletic Council recommends that UNM propose a higher academic standard
for transfer eligibility within the Mountain West Conference (MWC). This
standard would require that only grades of C or better be considered when
determining a transfer student's eligibility to participate in intercollegiate
athletics. This would establish UNM's existing higher standard of transfer
eligibility as the standard throughout the MWC.
8. The Athletic Council respectfully requests that the Faculty Senate in the future
exercise due process and prudence, and that they obtain objective discovery
before tasking the Athletic Council with objectives that demand substantial
allocation of the University's Resources, or tasks that divert the Athletic Council
from their primary responsibilities.

Respectfully Submitted by Vote of the Athletic Council,

Robert V. Duncan, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics and Astronomy
Visiting Associate in Physics, Caltech
Chair of the Athletic Council
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23 April 2002

TO: Me mbers of the UNM Fa c ulty senate
FROM:

The UNM Chapte r of the American Association of unive rsity
Professors (Hugh Witemeyer, President)

RE: The UNM Resea r ch Misconduct Policy

The Resear ch Po licy Committee's draft of a revised Research
Misconduct Policy is admirably clear in its definition of
research misc ond uc t and in its description of the steps to be
followed f or loo k ing into an allegation of misconduct. The steps
themselves, howe ver, are troubling when measured against AAUPsupported standar d s of peer review and due process in personnel
decisions tha t may result in the punishment of faculty member s or
the termination of th e ir employment.
PEER REVIEW. The draft policy gives either the Vice Provost
for Research or the Vi c e President for Health Sciences the
exclusive authority to initi~te inquiries and investigations,
choose the members of the inquiry and investigation committees,
and rule on appeals made by the accused researcher concerning the
composition of these committees.
The AAUP believes that this policy gives or could give
administrators undue influence upon the outcome of an
investigation. In our view, the faculty should have primary
responsibility for the conduct of investigations into alleged
research misconduct, because the maintenance of high standards in
academic research is chiefly a faculty responsibility. The
investigative process should therefore be administered by an
elected or senate-appointed committee of UNM faculty members.
(Several existing models, such as the Committee on Intellectual
Property and the committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure, could
be followed or adapted.)
DUE PROCESS. Under the draft policy, an accused researcher
is nowhere guaranteed the right to confront and cross-examine
witnesses. Yet a finding of resarch misconduct based upon "a
preponderance of the evidence" may result in a recommendation by
the investigating committee of penalties up to and including
termination of the researcher's academic appointment.
The AAUP believes that this policy does not offer sufficient
due-process guarantees to the accused researcher. A
recommendation that employment be terminated should not be based
only upon the standard of "a preponderance of the evidence''
supporting a single allegation, but upon the established AAUP
standard of "clear and convincing evidence in the record as a
Whole." Moreover such a recommendation should be made only
after a formal he~ring which follows rules of evidence and allows
for arguments, rebuttals, cross examinations, and a written
record upon which the recommendation must be based.

•
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The draft policy seems to envision that such due process
rights will apply only at a later stage, after a recommendation
has been made and accepted by the investigating committee and the
administration. But these rights cannot be so deferred. In
subsequent hearings, the findings of the investigating committee
will almost certainly be considered presumptively valid, and thus
the burden of proof wi 11 shift to the faculty member. S/he will
have to show why the f inc1 ings reached by a committee appointed by
the administration, relying upon a lower standard of proof than
is usual in cases involving the termination of a faculty
appointment, and reached without the benefit of testimony
elicited through cross-examination, are in error.
For these reasons, the AAUP recommends that the Senate not
accept the draft Research Misconduct Policy as it now stands, but
refer it back to the Research Policy Committee for further
revision with a view to the considerations outlined above.

--

CASTl
Center for the Advancement of
Scholarship in Teaching and Learning

Thank you for your consideration.

Susan Deese-Roberts, Director
Leslie Oakes, Outcomes Assessment Coordinator
Clare Stott, Admin Asst

---==

--

Mission
The mission of the Center is to make teaching and teaching
improvement an indispensable part of university life and a key
dimension of the professional identity of every faculty member.
The Center will endeavor to cultivate a campus-wide learning
community that values and rewards excell_ence in _teaching and
learning and is responsive to the needs of mstructional staff
who want to enhance their teaching.
Ideally the Center will help to shape a campus culture that holds
teaching in such high regard that all classes are ultimately
taught by thoughtful and proficient instructors constantly
striving to improve their teaching.
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current services/programs

Mission -- continued

:, New Faculty Orientation - "Teaching - Wise"
:, Teaching Assistant Resource Center (f ARC)
:, Workshop Series - Forum for Teaching and
Leaming
:, Teaching Awards
:, Outcomes Assessment
:, Coming in April -- website

The Center will provide opportunities for faculty to think and talk about
their teaching, to get help with any aspect of thei~ teac~g, an~ to .
engage faculty in the national discourse about uruve~s1ty teaching m
which teaching is valued, visible, integrated and cutting edge.
Accordingly, the Center will also provide resources for _faculty to ~tudy
teaching and to contribute to the burgeoning scholarship of teaching.
Finally, the Center will assist faculty in preparing tenure and promotion
dossiers, in thinking more deeply and systematically about best
practices in teaching, and in assessing teaching more fairly and
comprehensively.

Other First vear activities
Setting up shop, room 158, C&J b11ilding
Individual consultations (course design, classroom
asseS5ment, and classroom observation)
•

Training consultations - member, freshman learnJng

communities
faculty training institute
• Member, planning group, faculty education scholars
program (educational leadership)
Co-sponsored First Annual Conference on the Scholarship of
Teaching and Leaming With Preparing Future Faculty
Program
Co-sponsored Faculty Forum for WEBCT Users With New
Media and Extended Leaming

Request of the Facultv Senate
:) That the charge of the Teaching Enhancement
Committee be revised to include advisory role to
CASTL including outcomes assessment
subcommittee. May need to increase number of
members for teaching awards subcommittee,
teaching allocations subcommittee, outcomes
assessment subcommittee, etc.
:) That the CASTL Director and the Outcomes
Assessment Coordinator be added to FS committees
as ex-officio members as appropriate.

Second Year Activities
►
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Outcomes Assessment/ICES Rev iew
S.rvice Learning
fndividu•I Consultations
Tr•ming Consultations
Mtttlllg Sp•ce for Faculty Senate Committees as appropriate

Faculty Leaming Communities

• ;.
0

Snvicet.e.rning

0

Pe-er ASSH.sment/Cla.ssroom Instructional Diagnosis

a

Schol.rshlp of Teaching •nJ Learning

Sc.~,ty Publishing
,

;. o

• >
• '

Teaching •nd Tf'Chnok,gy

D•nlopin,nt ofTuching Portfolios (with Outcomes Assessment)
Develop Mmtor,hip Progrom
Foculty Developmmt lnt•rest/Nttds Survey

3

5
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Tlmellne

Ideas Under Exploration
:i
:i
:i
:i
:i
:i
:i
:i
:i
:i
:i

~ Spring

Hiring process
ewsletter
ational Teaching and Leaming Forum Subscnphon through
CASTI.website
Videotaping Equipment/ Services
" Expert" Trainers - us ing groups in class
teaching large enrollment c~ sses
humor and leaching
us ing case studies in teaching
problem-based learning
using technology in teaching
Plagiarism detection software - university-wide

and Summer 2002

:, 1) ICES-begin work with a committee to review
ICES and alternatives
:, 2) Work with Department Chairs to expand the use
of a teaching portfolio for promotion and tenure
:, 3) Core curriculum-begin work to define (or refine)
objectives
:, 4) Suggest changes to Forms B, C, and D
:, 5) Begin to define University-wide objectives
:, 6) Form an advisory committee to provide support to
departments

ti!& on:

Learning Outcomes Assessment
:> Fall 2002

Outcome measurement is driven by two
forces that are sometime in conflict
o External constituents (accreditation, state
legislators, other funding agencies)

:> 1) Test alternatives to ICES and recommend
change~
:> 2) Develop outcomes measures or means to

o Desire for data-driven improvements in
curriculum and teaching

evaluate core curriculum. Begin review
process.
:> 3) Work with units facing review
:> 4) Continue to develop university-wide
initiatives

CASTl lnauaurauon

Four levels of assessment
1) Classroom

~Dr. Lee Shulman, President,
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching;
Tuesday, September 3, 2002
~Campus events during 20022003

Ra.ift ICES Wllh pou,bi!y ol auling ., lltomawe and to push lo- inclu110n o1
dauroan goals and . . _, as pat ol a teadw1g pcrtlolio

2) Common curriculum
Ev.iu.a. core ci.nicuun and lrlll\1ale improvements-. Mldicated

3) Degree programs
8ol, ol>jdves and evaatx,n should be pat ol requests ol CllllC\llum ~ and

be part ol regij• 11111 ,.._

4) University-wide Initiatives
Loaming objectNea inhd to shtegic plir, and specafic uniYer11ty-wlde
...._ be developed 'Mth lie suppcrt ol the Faculty Sonat.

4
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l'hc Graduation Project: January 1997 - February 2002

~ ~ ,f-;-~a;l-~~IE
Total Graduates (as of Fall 2001) - 693
Phase I ( 1515 students ) - 262
Phase II (352 students) - 130
Phase III (582 students) - 99
Phase IV (332 students) - 86
Phase V ( I 86 students) - 44
Phase VI ( l 96 students) - 35
Phase VII ( 126 students) - 5
College of Ed (39 students)- 30
Athletics (93 students) - 2
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7

~ j z _ L-:/lla-£-£ 7'1-{f
17.29%
36.82%
17 .0 I%
25.90%
23.66%
17.86%
3.97%
76.92%
2.15%

- Fall '90 to Fall '96
- Spring .'97
- Fall '97 to Fall '98
- Spring '99
- Fall '99
- Spring '00
- Fall '00

Total Students Enrolled (Spring 2002) - 249
Spring 2002 Enrolled Students:
Phase I ( I 515 students) 66
15
Phase II (353 students) Phase III (583 students) 54
26
Phase IV (332 students) Phase V (187 students) 27
Phase VI ( 197 students) 37
Phase VII ( 126 students) 21
Co11ege of Ed (39 students) 0
Athletics (93 students) 3
% Minority of Total Students Graduated:

0 - No Response/Missing

12
12/693=1.73 %

1 - Native American

77
77 /693 = 11.11 %

2 - African American

13
13/693 =1.87 %

3 -Asian

11
11/693 = 1.59 %

4 - Hispanic

168
168/693 =24.24%

5 - White

412
412/693 =59.45 %

Total Minority

269
269/693 =39.00%

Prepared
by Dav1'd St uart, Kat I1y Sma II ey, o1·1v1a
· Odell ,and Tandy Freel • Office of the Associate Provost, Academic Affairs
A .
Pnl I0, 2002
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ADMISSIONS & REGISTRATION
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Mary Jo Campbell, Physical Performance & Development
2002-2004
David Kauffman, Chemical & Nuclear Engineering
2002-2004
Byron Lindsey, Foreign Languages & Literatures
2002-2004
Ricardo Maestas, President's Office
2002-2004

ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Monica Cyrino, Foreign Languages & Literatures
2002-2004
Patrick Nagatani, Art & Art History
2002-2005
Leslie Oakes, Anderson Schools of Management
2002-2005

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES
Mary Jane Young, American Studies
2002-2004

BUDGET
Lorraine Lester, Law Library
2002-2005

CAMPUS PLANNING
I-Ming Chen, Cancer Research/Treatment Ctr
2002-2004

COMPUTER USE
Vojo Deretic, Molecular Genetics & Microbiology
2002-2004

•

Margaret Grady, College of Nursing
2002-2004
Stephen Jett, Cell Biology & Physiology
2002-2004
Osbjom Pearson, Anthropology
2002-2004
Tang-tat Ng, Civil Engineering
2002-2004
Nancy Dennis, General Library-Collections & Technical Svcs
2002-2004

CURRICULA
Charlie Steen, History
2002-2004
Dennis Togo, Anderson Schools of Management
2003-2004
Jerome Hall, Civil Engineering
2002-2004
Burke Gurney, Physical Therapy Prorgram
2002-2003
Nancy Morton, College of ursmg
2002-2004

FACULTY & STAFF BENEFITS
Richard Coughlin, Sociology
2002-2004
Kathryn Fraser, Psychiatry
2002-2004
Reza Mehran, Surgery
2002-2004
Richard Santos, Economics
2002-2004
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Michael Gold, Physics & Astronomy
2002-2003
Kristin Vanderbilt, Biology
2002-2003
Frances Wilkinson, General Library
2002-2003
Kari Ward-Karr, CARS
2002-2003

FACULTY ETHICS
Javier Aceves, Pediatrics
2002-2004
Virginia Gerde, Anderson Schools of Management
2002-2004

GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
Bruce Perlman, School of Public Administration
2002-2004
Thomas White, Family & Community Medicine
2002-2005
Avraham Shama, Anderson Schools of Management
2002-2005
Mary Kaven, Psychiatry
2002-2005
Janice Schuetz, Communication & Journalism
2002-2005

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Christopher Butler, Political Science
2002-2004
Byron Lindsey, Foreign Languages & Literatures
2002-2004

•
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KUNM RADIO BOARD
Michael Murnik, Family & Community Medicine
2002-2004
Peter Vorobieff, Mechanical Engineering
2002-2004

LIBRARY
David Baldwin, General Library-Fine Arts
2002-2005
Patricia Burtner-Freeman, Occupational 'I
2002-2005
Margaret Grady, College of Nursing
2002-2005
Dina Hill, Psychiatry
2002-2005
Eleni Bastea, School of Architecture & Planning
2002-2005

RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS
Harjit Ahluwalia, Physics & Astronomy
2002-2004
Robert Waide, Biology
2002-2004
Timothy J. Ward, Civil Engineering
2002-2004
James William Evans, Theatre and Dance
2002-2004
Helen Damico, English
2002-2004
Osbjom Pearson, Anthropology
2002-2004

•
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RESEARCH POLICY
Kimberly Demoss, Educational Leadership & Organizational L amin
2002-2005
Thomas Ma, Internal Medicine
2002-2005

SCHOLARSHIPS, PRIZE & LOA
Virginia Gerde, Anderson Schools of Management
2002-2004
Ricardo Maestas, President's Office
2002-2004
Vita Saavedra, Educational Leadership & Organi zational Leaming
2002-2003
Teddy Warner, Psychiatry
2002-2004
Susan Awe, General Library-Parish
2002-2004
Anita Obermeier, English
2002-2004

STUDENT CO DUCT
Robert Annett, Pediatrics
2002-2003
Leslie Danielson, Medical Lab Sciences Program
2002-2003
David Eddington Spanish & Portuguese
2002-2003
Roberto Gomez, Cultural & Ethnic Programs
2002-2003
Robin Miller College of ursmg
2002-2003
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Thomas Zane Reeves, Public Administration
2002-2003
,.

I

Christobel Rendall, Psychiatry
2002-2003
Janice Schuetz, Communication & J oumalism
2002-2003
Barbara Shaffer, Linguistics
2002-2003
Elizabeth Steinhagen, General Library-Collections & Technical Services
2002-2003

STUDENT UNION BOARD
Nancy Pistorius, General Library-Collection Dev
2002-2004

TEACHING ENHANCEMENT
Sharon Phelan, Obstetrics & Gynecology
2002-2005

UNDERGRADUATE
Steven Y ourstone, Anderson Schools of Management
Undergraduate
2002-2004

UNIVERSITY HONORS
Leonard Kravitz, Physical Performance & Develpoment
2002-2005

UNIVERSITY PRESS
Eleni Bastea, School of Architecture & Planning
2002-2005
Richard Melzer, Valencia County Branch
2002-2005
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